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In this paper， we show some property of the n白valuedalgebroid functions of λ= n-l， and 
then give proofs of some well-known th巴or巴msconcerning the deficiencies of n-valued entire 
algebroid functions and the Picard constants of n-sheeted regularly branched covering surfaces 
of I z I <∞ 
~ 1. Introduction 
Let w(z) be an n-valued transc色ndentalalgebroid 
function with the irreducible defining 巴quatlOn
fo(z)w'十h(Z)W，-l+.. 十f，(z)=O，and ;¥the maxim山n
number of C-independent linear relations among the 
coe伍cientsfo(z)， f1(z)，...， fn(z). In this paper， in ~2 ， 
W巴 shallshow some property of w(z) for λ= n-l， 
and then， in~3 ， give proofs of some theorems， though 
th巴yare not new， inthe theory of algεbroid functions 
We shall us巴thestandard symbols of the Nevanlin-
na theory of algebroid functions and systems (see 
Selberg [6J and Cartan [2J ) 
Th巳autherwishes to express his deep gratitude to 
professor N. Toda for giving him valuable advice 
S 2.Now， we shall give the following theorem 
Theorem. Let w(z) be as in 3l. Ifλ= n-l， then， 
(1) there exist an algebraic function w(s) (the defining 
equation is F(s，w) = Wn+Pl(S)W，-l十ー ー +Pn(S)= 0， 
where Pl(S)， ーペ Pn(S)are polynomials of degre巴at
most 1 of n and a meromorphic function Sニ伊(z)，
and w(z) is representεd by w(伊(z). Further， 
ωwe h問 T(r，w)=士T(r，<p)+O(I)and N(r，wo，w) 
二tN(r，M)(伽伽巴，o(wo，w)二3引(cふωSo，<p)品岬川，<p剥伊判)川)， whe陀
iおsd巴eteぽrminedby the equation F(cらふo，wo)= 0 
Proof. (1) Asλ 二口一1，there巴xisttwo linearly 
independent functions among fo(z)， L(z)，・..，fn(z) (we 
assume them to be fo(z) and L(z))， and the other 
remaining n -1 functions are represented by the 
linear combinations of them. So that， the defining 
equation of w(z) is fo(z)wn十九(Z)W'-l+ (a，fo(z) 
十β'，f1(z))wn-'十ーー十(anfo(z)+β'nf1(z))二O，andsetting 
f1(z) 
s = <p(z) = ;';:~， we obtain (1) fo(z) 
(2) For the proof of T(叩)= ~ T(r，<p)+O(I)， we 
consider the system f(z)二(fo(z)，f1(z)， ーーー， fn(z)) 
Then， T(r，w)二七同十町1)山 at，we may show 
T(r，f)ニ T(r，伊)+0(1). T(r，ψ)豆T(r，f)+O(l)is well-
known. For the opposite inequality， we have 
T削)二訂2πlogmax{Ifo(z川 I州叫ω
十β，L(z)l，.， 1αn f 0(z)十s，f1(z)1} d8 
(z=r巴1θ)
話会fπl叫 m出 {I九(z)l，IL (z)l} d8 
(K=max{ 1， 1 α，1 +Is21， .， la円!十|ん|り
=T(r，y?)十0(1)
For tl叩 oof州同川)=士N(r，so，cp)，let Zo be a 
point at which w(so)ニ Woandψ(zo)ニ So.By expand 
ing w(s) at so， we have w-wo = aJs-so)市~+ー・
(a1ヰ 0)，for， the neighborhoods of Wo and so are 
corresponding 1 to mo. So that， if sー ら
= bkμ ZO)k.十 E ・ (bk.宇 0)， w巴 have w-wo 
二a1bk，(z-zo)訂。十・， that is， the multiplicities of Wo 
and Co at Zo are the same Q. E. D. 
~ 3. Applying this theorem， we shall giv巴proofsof the 
following theorems司
Theorem A (Niino-Ozawa [4J and Toda [7J ). Let 
w(z) be an n-valued transcendental entire algebroid 
function with the deficiency condition 
~ o(Wj，w) > 2n-2 
for some {wdf:~l not加山di昭∞， then at lea山 l 
values of {wd戸1are Picard exceptional val附 of
w(z) 
Proof. According to Toda [7J ， the deficiency 
condition impli白 λ=n -1， so that， w(z) has the 
property mentioned in ~2. Now， let S be the Riemann 
surface defined by the algebraic function w( s)， then， 
as c =ψ(z) (= L(z) ) isentire， w(z) does not take the 
values over c =∞on S. We shall show that there are 
no branch points over c =∞ on S. Suppose there 
exist some branch points over s =∞ Then， we have 
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2nー 1 2nー 1
o(∞，w)+ ~ O(Wj，W) = O(∞，伊)+~ O(Sj，伊)，
where sj is determined by the equation F(Sj，Wj) = o.
Here， as there are at most n -1 points over c =∞on 
S， we have 
2n-l 
O(∞，伊)+~ o(Sj，伊)
三五 (n-l)o(∞，cp)+n ~ o(c，ψ) 
E本田
三五 (n-1)十n= 2n-1. 
This is a contradiction， and we see that there are no 
branch points over c =∞， that is， there are at least 
n -1 Picard values except for ∞ー Q.E. D. 
According to the proof above， we see that the 
essential part is given by Toda C7] concerning the 
Cartan's conjecture， and， atthat part， the quantitative 
condition implies the qualitive conclusion. 
The following theorem can also be given along the 
same line 
Theorem B (Ozawa C5J and Aogai ClJ ).Let R be 
an n-sheeted regularly branched covering surface of 
Izl<∞and P(R) the Picard constant of R. If P(R) 
> ~ n， then P(R) = 2n and the d 台帥a命h悩帥n凶山1叫i訂I
is， after linear fractional change of the coordinates z 
and w， wn = (eH同一A)(eH(Z)-B)n-l， where H(z) is entire 
and A and B are constants (A宇oand B宇0).
Proof. Let w(z) be a meromorphic function on R 
with k (>争山ardexαptional values. Acco由 g
to Dufresnoy C3J ，we have λ= n-1 for w(z)， so that， 
w(z) has the property mentioned in ~2. Now， let S be 
the Riemann surface defined by the algebraic function 
可申(c)，then， as R is regularly branched， S is also 
regularly branched. Further， being of of genus 0， by 
Hurwitz's formula， S has only two branch points of 
order nー1.Therefore， after linear fractional change 
of coordinates， we have wn = Kc. And， as w(z) has k 
(>3nミ山 Picardvalues， c =伊ωhas two 
Picard values A and B (A宇oand Bヰ0)，that is， c 
oH(z)一_A
= B~H(Z)二言: Thus， we obtain the theorem. Q. E. D 
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